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Bimbo Transformation Story
Janet loves music, especially music on vinyl records. It is the
only way she will listen to recorded music. Her love of music
includes all genres. As long as it is on vinyl, she will listen to
it.Then one day Janet finds an album of a band she has
never heard of before, Subliminal Society. She buys the
album blindly, not knowing that its music could change her
forever. Janet becomes obsessed. She plays the music over
and over. When not at home, it begins to play in her head,
adding a new meaning to having a soundtrack of her life.But
the music does more than just play in her head. It alters the
way she thinks and feels. New impulses, like changing her
fashion style, quickly take hold. And those changes only
continue when she buys a second Subliminal Society album.
Janet quickly finds herself on a new path in life. She loses her
nursing job and becomes an office manager at a cosmetic
surgery practice. And all the while, she keeps changing.
When the third Subliminal Society album comes out, Janet
finds herself at a crossroads. Can she hold onto who she is,
or will the music continue driving her down the path toward
bimbodom? Find out in Subliminal Society.This novella is a
bimbo transformation story. It contains descriptions of
masturbation, oral sex and body alterations and breast
enlargement. This story has strong adult content and should
not be viewed by anyone under the age of 18. All characters
found in the following story are 18 or older.
Genevieve Wilson, crack reporter, has been assigned to
cover a bio dome science experience from the inside. She
must live alongside Dr. Ryan Hunt for 30 days as she reports
on the latest happenings inside the dome, all without contact
with the outside world. They are alone with only the supplies
they brought with them and the plants and animals in the bio
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dome for survival.However, something goes wrong.
Genevieve finds her body and mind begin to change with
each passing day. She records her observations for print, but
each day brings on new changes that drive her toward
bimbodom. What is more, Dr. Hunt experiences the changes
too, but his are far more severe. Soon there are two people
on the path to becoming bimbos. Can Genevieve and Dr.
Hunt doing anything to stop their transformations or will two
bimbos emerge from the bio dome at the end of the
experiment? Find out in the Bimbo Dome.This short novel
contains physical and mental transformations, including
gender transformations, with descriptions of various sexual
acts, breast enlargement and various other body
augmentations. This book has strong adult content and
should not be viewed by anyone under the age of 18. All
characters found in the story are 18 or older.
Christmas and bimbos were made for each other. The joy and
cheer of Christmas can be very like the joy and cheer of
bimbos.Bimbo Christmas includes six Christmas themed
short stories.An Office Christmas Party'Tis the SeasonA
Christmas MiracleBest Christmas EverElf on a
ShelfChristmas Emergency at the Bimbo WardThis collection
of stories totals 16,000 words. It contains physical and mental
transformations with descriptions of various sexual acts,
breast enlargement and various other body augmentations.
One story also contains a gender transformation. This
anthology has strong adult content and should not be viewed
by anyone under the age of 18. All characters found in the
stories are 18 or older.The first four stories of Bimbo
Christmas originally appeared on elsewhere before Amazon.
Those stories have been edited and expanded from their
original forms. Elf on a Shelf and Christmas Emergency at the
Bimbo Ward are new stories that have never appeared
anywhere else.
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A bored wife begins a self-help program that turns out to be a
bimbofication hypnosis and mind control program. Will she
embrace her bimbo transformation and become everyone's
favorite little housewife, or will she be able to resist the call of
surrendering to the ditzy slut inside her?This Omnibus Edition
includes all 12 parts of the series, which are also available
individually or as four 3 part volumes.
Be careful what you wish for, because you just might get it!
Sam isn’t at all looking forward to his 23rd birthday—why
would he want to celebrate another year of grueling, boring
office work and striking out in dating? He hates his physique,
and he can hardly even think about dating anyway, what with
his confusing feelings for his best (straight) friend Mitchell. If
only he’d been born a girl, he might have had a shot with
him. On the night of his birthday, Sam makes a wish for “true
happiness” with a mysterious bathroom attendant and
immediately feels a sense relief wash over him. But the relief
turns to panic as he slowly begins to transform into a woman
over the next several days! Sam has no idea what to do. How
will Sam navigate his slowly transforming body around his
friends and coworkers, and what will Mitchell say when he
finds out? This can’t possibly be the thing that will finally
bring him the true happiness he always wanted… can it?
Be sure to watch out for Bimbo Bees. The sting from a bimbo
bee only hurts for a short time, but the venom has the power
to turn women into bimbos. With each orgasm, the woman
becomes more and more bimbo-like, in both body and mind.
Will Astrid, Bella, or Cali manage to hold onto the women they
once were or will they embrace their new bimbo urges and
give themselves over to their new realities? Find out in Bimbo
Bee: Volume 1. This multi-story volume includes three Bimbo
Bee stories: Astrid and the Bimbo Bee, Bella and the Bimbo
Bee, Cali and the Bimbo Bee. This special edition contains
the first three Bimbo Bee stories, totaling over 49,000 words.
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These stories contain physical and mental transformations,
with descriptions of various sexual acts, breast enlargement
and various other body augmentations. This book has strong
adult content and should not be viewed by anyone under the
age of 18. All characters found in the story are 18 or older.
Holly is an actress by trade, a waitress in reality. After moving
to Los Angeles, she has struggled to find acting work.
Audition after audition leads to the same result. Zilch.That is
until one day when Holly's agent calls with good news. She is
wanted for a lead role on a tv show. The only problem is the
role is of a bimbo, nearly the complete opposite of who Holly
is in reality.Holly finds success in the bimbo role, acting the
part to perfection. She and the show gain in popularity every
week. There is nothing more she could ask for. That is until it
is time to renew her contract for the second season. Holly is
faced with an ultimatum. To continue her part, she must
undergo surgery to better represent the bimbo she plays. She
will be rewarded handsomely for her sacrifice, but it will be a
sacrifice nonetheless. Will she choose to give up on her first
steady acting job of her career or will she choose to go full
bimbo for the part? Find out in Acting the Part.This novella is
a bimbo transformation story. It contains descriptions of
masturbation, oral sex and body alterations and breast
enlargement. This story has strong adult content and should
not be viewed by anyone under the age of 18. All characters
found in the following story are 18 or older.
Jordan is an ace at trivia. She is a regular on the pub trivia
circuit. For her, it was a no-brainer to take up the casting call
for the new gameshow Truth or Bimbo. It seemed simple
enough: answer nine questions correctly and go home with
$1 million.Of course, this being a gameshow, there are
consequences for wrong answers. That is where the bimbo
board comes in. Every time Jordan answers a question
incorrectly, the audience votes on a physical or mental
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transformation, with each change leading her down the path
toward bimbodom.As the game begins, Jordan finds the
questions to be harder than she had anticipated. Further,
wrong answers leads her to meet Dr. Diamond, a specialist
brought in from the Bimbo Ward to facilitate the
transformation process. It turns out he has more up his sleeve
than meets the eye, leaving Jordan distracted when she
returns to continue playing the game. Her only ally is the host,
Philbert Regborn, but even his allegiances are
questionable.After each change to her body and mind, Jordan
is faced with a major choice. Will walk away with nothing and
whatever changes have been made already or will she
continue playing Truth or Bimbo? Find out in Truth or
Bimbo.This novel is a bimbo transformation story. It contains
descriptions of masturbation, oral sex and body alterations
including breast enlargement. It also includes light BDSM
themes. This story has strong adult content and should not be
viewed by anyone under the age of 18. All characters found
in the following story are 18 or older.This novel has been
published elsewhere as part of a Choose Your Own Bimbo
project. Readers voted as if they were in the audience at a
real Truth or Bimbo taping, guiding Jordan's path after each
wrong answer she gives.

Trina is at a crossroads in her life. Nearing the end of her
time at Thatcher College, she is looking to make the next
steps with an internship at a private therapy practice and
eventually graduate school. However, when she is
turned down for an internship because her potential
boss, Eric, has the hots for her, she is not sure what to
do. After arranging for another internship, Trina takes
Eric up on the offer of a date and she finds herself
quickly falling for him. However, Eric has a secret. Not
only does he specialize in therapy for women with bimbo
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fetishes, he admits that he has a bimbo fetish too. Trina
begins to explore the bimbo life, using the products and
audio files available on Eric's website without telling him.
However, she finds new meaning for her life as she
descends the rabbit hole. Will Trina manage to maintain
her identity or will she become no more than a bimbo
trinket for Eric to play with? Find out in His Bimbo
Girlfriend. This novel is a bimbo transformation story. It
contains descriptions of masturbation, oral sex and body
alterations, including breast enlargement. This story has
strong adult content and should not be viewed by anyone
under the age of 18. All characters found in the following
story are 18 or older.
When four young friends head out for a sexy trip to a
cabin deep in the Minnesota woods, the boys have a
secret plan to help their girlfriends really let loose and let
go of all their inhibitions. Connor and Frank just want
Maya and Kelsey to learn to be wild and freaky, and
they’ve pulled out all the stops to help them: booze,
costumes, sexy videos. They want the weekend to be an
unrestrained sex-fest, where the girls can let out their
inner love goddesses and get comfortable getting down
and dirty. But those plans come to screeching halt when
Kelsey finds an old board game in a closet and insists
that they try playing it. It’s called “Exchanji: An exciting
game of changes for consenting adults.” Even though
it’s meant to be sexy, Connor is skeptical. It looks like it
came right out of the 1900s! How hot can this game
really be? As soon as the dice hit the game board, they
start to find out. Swapped body parts and enhanced
libidos are only the beginning of this wild ride! Inhibitions
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could be a distant memory before this crazy night ends,
because things are going to get weirder than anyone
ever imagined…
Hi everyone I'm Georgia Le Carre, My latest novel,
Submitting to the Billionaire, a dark billionaire romance
with a hot Russian alpha is live! - Click my author icon for
a link to Submitting to the Billionaire and all my other
books! I love to write about strong, possessive, dominant
hero's and sassy, smart heroines. My characters range
from hot, dominant billionaires, to strong, powerful
gangsters, and all kinds of bad boy's in between. I am
the bestselling author of the Amazon #1 bestsellers, You
Don't Own Me 1 & 2 (The Russian Don series), the
Billionaire Banker series and the Crystal Jake complete
Eden series. You'll find my books packed with thrills,
suspense and of course lots, and lots of steam. I live in a
little old 19th century romantic cottage, surrounded by
the most magical garden, filled with fruit and walnut trees
and teeming with wildlife. Sadly for me I love all things
chocolate and food and have a voracious appetite for
Romance reads, particularly new authors with a fresh
voice. When I am not feeding words into Amy, my
precious laptop, I can be found lost in a long walk in the
woods, particularly on moonlit nights; and often with the
man of my dreams. Want More Hot Romances? Click on
the link below to receive news of my latest releases,
fabulous giveaways and exclusive content. http:
//bit.ly/10e9WdE
Gisele faces tragedy and does not have the support she
needs personally, socially, or professionally to cope with
the fallout. She instead turns to a device that adds a
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bimbo layer to her personality to give her time before she
can begin to process her sad feelings.However, the
device Gisele uses has a fault in it. There is an error that
causes the device to add an additional layer of bimbo
programming instead of removing it. Day after day,
Gisele uses the device, not fully understanding that her
attempts to remove her bimbo personality are failing.As
Gisele continues down the bimbo path, she finds her job
at work changing. She sees herself as a motivator,
improving the morale of the team she once supervised.
Will she and her new work friends she makes as a bimbo
find a way to reverse the process or will Gisele embrace
the new her to make the office a place of high morale
and productivity? Find out in Company Morale.This
novella is a bimbo transformation story. It contains
descriptions of masturbation, oral sex and body
alterations, including breast enlargement. This story has
strong adult content and should not be viewed by anyone
under the age of 18. All characters found in the following
story are 18 or older.
Technology has long played a role in the bimbo fiction
genre, making it a common alliance of adult fantasy and
science fiction. Bimbo Technology includes nine short
stories that use technology in the bimbo transformation
process. The stories are: The Trade, Stolen Prototype, A
Bimbo Set Up, Lost and Found, Heads Up Display, The
Implant, Keep Calm And..., Transfer Complete, and
Clockwork Bimbo. This collection of stories totals over
16,000 words. It contains physical and mental
transformations with descriptions of various sexual acts,
breast enlargement and various other body
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augmentations. This anthology has strong adult content
and should not be viewed by anyone under the age of
18. All characters found in the stories are 18 or older.
The first eight stories of Bimbo Technology originally
appeared on elsewhere before appearing in this
anthology. Those stories have been edited for an
improved reading experience. Clockwork Bimbo is a new
story that has never appeared anywhere else.
Reader Advisory: These stories are for mature
audiences only and feature intensely erotic situations,
bimbofication, the use of potent aphrodisiacs, multiple
partners, dominant alpha males and the receptive young
women they dominate, group sex, body transformation,
and exhibitionist themes. All characters are 18 or older.
Turned Bimbo! contains three fun, sexy stories of
bimbofication, menage, and public exhibition: The Public
Sex Dare Emily Marion has had a tough week rushing
Kappa Kappa Delta: following instructions that range
from unpleasant to outright humiliating, but she's made it
this far and wouldn't dream of giving up now. That is,
until she hears what her final assignment is going to be.
Apparently she's managed to piss off the chapter
president, and in return her final afternoon of rush week
is going to be an intense one. But does it have to be with
two fraternity brothers she's never met, and in public?
And do the sisters have to give her a pharmaceuticalgrade aphrodisiac to be sure she'll go through with it? It
all sounds a bit excessive, but deep down she probably
can't deny she finds the prospect a little thrilling, too.
Bimbo Side Effects: Losing Control in the Doctor's Office
Between a tough job and tougher grad school classes,
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Vanessa Worthing is being stretched to the limit. What
she really needs is something to help her let go and
unwind, and her doctor has just the stress relief
medication. Its only drawback is a certain rare side effect
in individuals with a lot of latent sexual tension, though
Vanessa is quick to deny to her handsome young doctor
that this could be a concern for her. But when he issues
her the drug and keeps her in his exam room for
monitoring, the truth is bound to be unleashed before
long. Bimbo at Work Rachel's four years in college were
supposed to prepare her for bigger and better things, but
working for a man like Peter Everette takes all the sting
out of being a secretary. He may already be one of the
city's most powerful men at the young age of 34, but he's
so approachable and friendly with his newest employee
that she can't help but sometimes think about more than
a work relationship. Trying to look good for her boss,
she's bought herself a beauty supplement that promises
more than just good skin. But when the supplement turns
out to have some "additional properties," new hormones
kick Rachel's fantasy of seduction into sudden overdrive.
Before she's had time to think, she's flaunting her new
attitude and assets through the office in ways that Mr.
Everette and the other partners accustomed to the firm's
stuffy work environment can't help but notice ... and act
on. It's not long before the fertile but inexperienced
young woman is getting all the attention she can handle,
and more.
The most dangerous undercover mission is the one you
can't come back from... Jake Bauer is committed to his
work as the CIA's best man, but that commitment is put
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to the test when an urgent, top-secret mission is brought
to him. The evil mastermind Martin DuFay has created a
technology that could bring the world to its knees, and
Jake is the only man who can take him down. There's
just one problem! No man can get close to DuFay, due to
his paranoia and how he surrounds himself exclusively
with trusted henchmen and beautiful women. To infiltrate
DuFay’s defenses, his superiors ask Jake to undergo a
radical transformation that cannot be undone: Jake
needs to become Jackie. Jake agrees for the good of the
nation, but as he goes undercover and draws ever closer
to the evil DuFay, he realizes that Martin is using his
secret tech to influence and manipulate the women
around him--and Jake, as Jackie, is just as vulnerable as
everyone else. Can he manage to shake off the
dominating effects of DuFay's mysterious technology
before it's too late, or will he wind up as just another
simpering girl in DuFay's entourage as the world burns?
Six bimbo transformation stories all in one place. Read
Sadie Thatcher's favorite stories from the year 2020. It
might not have been an ideal year, but there have been
a few good things that have come from it. And that
includes some terrific bimbo and gender transformation
fiction. Enjoy three short stories, two novellas, and a
novel all in one place. Inheritance Wishing for Each
Other Ember and the Bimbo Bee Second Chance A
Helping Hand (TG) Letters to Bimbo Claus This
collection of stories totals over 113,000 words. It
contains physical and mental transformations with
descriptions of various sexual acts, breast enlargement
and various other body augmentations. On story also
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features a gender transformation. This anthology has
strong adult content and should not be viewed by anyone
under the age of 18. All characters found in the stories
are 18 or older. All six stories in this anthology have
been published under their own names, but this is the
first time they have appeared together in one place. The
stories are organized in the order in which they were
published.
Owen is looking to spend a quiet night at home when his best
friend, Derick, shows up at his apartment, needing help to
land a promotion to partner at the hedge fund he works for.
Owen obviously wants to help, but there is a catch. To help,
Owen must take a new drug called Bimbacic to pose as
Derick's ex-girlfriend at a work party.As strange as it seems,
Owen agrees to Derick's plea for help, especially after Derick
offers to buy Owen a car, something Owen badly needs.
Owen is swept off his feet as he must learn to appear and
behave like Celeste, hanging on Derick's arm as he shows
her off to his work colleagues, all with the guidance of
Derick's assistant, Michelle.The first night goes well. So well
in fact, that Owen finds himself agreeing to use Bimbacic
again, first to go on a date with Michelle, who will only date
him as Celeste, and then on a company retreat with Derick to
solidify his position as partner at the hedge fund.However,
Owen soon comes to realize he might be in trouble. With
each passing day, he finds Celeste changing, becoming more
and more of a bimbo. That does not seem so bad, until he
learns that continued and prolonged use ofd Bimbacic can
cause a permanent transformation. Owen is faced with a
choice of continuing on with his life as a man, or turning into
bimbo Celeste permanently. And that choice comes to a head
when his life seems to all come crashing down around him.
What will Owen choose? Find out in Anything for His Job.This
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novel is a gender bending bimbo transformation story. It
contains descriptions of masturbation, oral sex and body
alterations including male to female transformations and
breast enlargement. It also includes light BDSM themes. This
story has strong adult content and should not be viewed by
anyone under the age of 18. All characters found in the
following story are 18 or older.
Blossom is a sleepy little town that wakes up every year for
the tourist season. That is until a new resident arrives who is
intent on bimbofying the entire town. Over the course of
months, the town's population slowly begins to transform,
especially the town's women. No one suspects that the
newest establishment, Blossom House, is behind the
changing dynamics of the town. Get an up close and personal
view of the people of Blossom as society is slowly
transformed. Will Blossom emerge stronger after all the
women have been bimbofied or will the strains on society be
too much to handle? Find out in The Bimbos of Blossom. This
novel is a bimbo transformation story. It contains descriptions
of masturbation, oral sex and body alterations, including
breast enlargement. This story has strong adult content and
should not be viewed by anyone under the age of 18. All
characters found in the following story are 18 or older. The
Bimbos of Blossom began as a series of posts on Patreon.
They now appear here, having been edited for clarity with
additional chapters written to complete the Blossom saga.
The large majority of the chapters are written like diary entries
by the person behind the bimbofication of Blossom, although
there are a few chapters that follow a classic narrative style.
Reader Advisory: This story is for mature audiences only and
features intensely erotic situations, bimbofication, the use of
potent aphrodisiacs, multiple partners, group sex, exhibitionist
themes, aggressive alpha males and hot BBWs, body
transformation, submissiveness and dominance. All
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characters are 18 or older. Lacey Everette is preparing for the
presentation of her life. In one swoop she can impress her
handsome older boss and show up her arrogant but sexy
alpha male business rival at a competing company. But the
pressure is reawakening old insecurities and she borrows
what she thinks are a friend's anti-anxiety pills only to quickly
discover herself undergoing a much more powerful
transformation than she ever bargained for. When the pills
backfire and the sharp young professional finds herself
rapidly transforming into a voluptuous and helplessly horny
bimbo, she'll have to try to make it through the presentation
without making too much of a spectacle of herself. But her act
is far from perfect, and it isn't long before she's starting to get
an entirely different kind of attention from the men she
originally thought to awe with her business savvy, and getting
as much as she can take. Excerpt: "Lacey," he said, sounding
a little surprised, "I wouldn't have thought you'd be one to get
so dolled up for a trial." He ran his glittering amber eyes over
me in appreciation. "You must be desperate if you come
looking like this to try to distract me. But don't worry, I can
enjoy the view and run circles around your proposal all at the
same time." I blushed in spite of myself but recovered quickly.
"I always knew you were a pig, Derren. You don't have to go
out of your way to prove it each time we see each other." He
grinned. "Oh, but you really have no idea," he said low
enough that he was sure we wouldn't be overheard. "That's
all I want, Lacey: a chance to show you just how depraved I
can be. One night, me, you, and a pair of handcuffs." He
gestured at my chest. "Bring those juicy things, too, if you
don't mind. I don't know where you usually hide them." "A pair
of handcuffs?" I asked, doing my best to sound amused
instead of intrigued. "I suppose you know you're not man
enough to handle me unless you can tie me down." He
laughed. "You misunderstand. The handcuffs aren't for
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anything sexual. They're to keep you from chasing after me
when I leave." Unable to come up with a good response, I
gave him a sarcastic smile and pushed past him to join the
defense table. As I went to sit down, I realized with a flush of
resentful embarrassment that I was wet. Derren Alcress had
gotten me wet, and he probably had known he was doing it,
too. I forced myself not to look over at his lithe, confident form
sitting down at the table across from me. It doesn't matter if
you're attracted to him, I told myself. That won't stop you from
beating him. Nothing about his dark, handsome face or his
suave confidence or the way I found myself imagining him
standing hungrily over me, powerless in handcuffs – none of
that would distract me, I told myself. Notice: This title includes
themes and passages that have been adapted from Jessica
Whitethread's Bimbo Lawyer Series with full consent of the
original author.
Halloween and bimbos were made for each other. If bimbos
have a holiday, it is Halloween.Bimbo Halloween includes
seven Halloween themed short stories.ReplacedThe Sexy
WitchThe Sexy Witch Strikes AgainThe Return of the Sexy
WitchThe Brain ReaperThe Tinder DateHalloween on the
Bimbo WardThis collection of stories totals 11,000 words. It
contains physical and mental transformations with
descriptions of various sexual acts, breast enlargement and
various other body augmentations. One story also contains a
gender transformation. This anthology has strong adult
content and should not be viewed by anyone under the age of
18. All characters found in the stories are 18 or older.The first
six stories of Bimbo Halloween originally appeared on
elsewhere before Amazon. Those stories have been edited
and expanded from their original forms. Halloween on the
Bimbo Ward is a new story that has never appeared
anywhere else.
What would you do if you found a magical board game that
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magically transformed you in some VERY surprising ways?
Would you dare to keep playing? Could you uncover its
mysteries? And how would the rest of your life turn out? In My
Very Own Exchanji, YOU get to make all of these choices and
more as you return to the world of Alyson Belle's classic book
Exchanji, joining four young friends on the magical and
hilarious romantic transformation adventure of a lifetime and
seeing all the different ways their fateful night might have
turned out. You play the book as Connor, one of the men,
and when you find a dusty old board game called Exchanji
(An Exciting Game of Changes for Consenting Adults) in a
closet, things start to get wild as soon as the dice start rolling!
Swapped bodies and surprising transformations are only the
start of this crazy night... Not only can you pick which
romantic encounters happen to Connor throughout the book,
but you also get to choose from dozens and dozens of
branching paths as the night gets crazier and crazier: Will you
go along with the board game's magic or fight it every step of
the way? Will you wind up with your girlfriend Maya, the
hotheaded Kelsey, or even your best friend Frank? Do you
dare to step beyond the portal and enter the magical realms
of Exchanjia? With over 400 pages of possibilities and sixteen
completely unique endings, the choices you make on this
fateful day will affect Connor and every one of his friends for
the rest of their lives (or maybe beyond)! Can you make the
right choices to have fun, stay alive, and uncover all of the
mysteries of the world of Exchanji? There's only one way to
find out! Unlike traditional books, this is a branching narrative
story that can be read multiple times with different events
throughout. At the end of each section there are several
hyperlinks indicating choices you can make for Connor, just
like a game. You can tap your e-reader/tablet or click the link
in your browser (depending on where you’re reading this) to
make the selection you want, and you’ll be transported to
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that section to continue the story. While it’s possible to use
your back buttons to go back a step, you’ll probably have the
most fun if you treat the decisions as permanent until your
next read-through, just like Connor and his friends would
have to do!
The first book to put the sacred and sensuous bronze statues
from India’s Chola dynasty in social context From the ninth
through the thirteenth century, the Chola dynasty of southern
India produced thousands of statues of Hindu deities, whose
physical perfection was meant to reflect spiritual beauty and
divine transcendence. During festivals, these bronze
sculptures—including Shiva, referred to in a saintly vision as
“the thief who stole my heart”—were adorned with jewels and
flowers and paraded through towns as active participants in
Chola worship. In this richly illustrated book, leading art
historian Vidya Dehejia introduces the bronzes within the full
context of Chola history, culture, and religion. In doing so, she
brings the bronzes and Chola society to life before our very
eyes. Dehejia presents the bronzes as material objects that
interacted in meaningful ways with the people and practices
of their era. Describing the role of the statues in everyday
activities, she reveals not only the importance of the bronzes
for the empire, but also little-known facets of Chola life. She
considers the source of the copper and jewels used for the
deities, proposing that the need for such resources may have
influenced the Chola empire’s political engagement with Sri
Lanka. She also investigates the role of women patrons in
bronze commissions and discusses the vast public records,
many appearing here in translation for the first time, inscribed
on temple walls. From the Cholas’ religious customs to their
agriculture, politics, and even food, The Thief Who Stole My
Heart offers an expansive and complete immersion in a
community still accessible to us through its exquisite sacred
art. Published in association with the National Gallery of Art,
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Washington, DC
War never changes, but it’s always unpredictable anyway…
Killian Black was a billionaire business mogul who knew that
the only way to survive the coming war would be to use his
futuristic backup body cloning technology to protect himself,
but when the bombs are dropped and he wakes up in a
strange, post-apocalyptic desert wasteland cloning facility, he
realizes that things have gone very, very wrong. Years have
passed, the staff are all dead or gone, and the backup
process failed him. His clone was lost forever. Fortunately,
there was a failsafe they installed: An emergency backup
body cutover, designed to protect his consciousness in just
this scenario. There’s only one problem: the backup body
was a beautiful female clone, half his original age! Now Killian
is trapped in the wasteland alone in an unfamiliar and
feminine body, desperate for help and with nowhere to turn.
When a band of raiders find this unprotected woman and
capture her for their own twisted designs, Killian begins to
wonder if he might not have preferred being alone after all…
Tanya wants to be famous. She has a dream of traveling the
world and giving talks on interesting subjects. To get there,
she has a plan to grow her social media presence by
recording videos showing her talking about current events.
However, Tanya has no reach. Only a few of her friends
follow her, but no one else pays her any mind. That is where
a new lighted mirror comes in. Tanya buys it to provide better
lighting for her videos, but it is so much more than that. There
is a bimbo in the mirror who wants to help her in her quest to
become famous. The bimbo, Didi, offers to change Tanya to
help her reach her dream of fame. Each time she does,
Tanya wakes up to find her body changing, her breasts
growing, her hair changing color, and her popularity growing
as her online presence transforms to highlight her body and
not her mind. But it never seems to be enough as she keeps
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asking for more. Will Tanya manage to live out her dream or
will she become just another bimbo posting pictures of herself
on social media? Find out in The Bimbo in the Mirror 2. This
novella is a bimbo transformation story. It contains
descriptions of masturbation, oral sex and body alterations,
including breast enlargement. This story has strong adult
content and should not be viewed by anyone under the age of
18. All characters found in the following story are 18 or older.

Bimbo Juice! It's the latest and greatest
bimbofication beverage to be developed, but like any
new product, it requires testing. Read about all six
flavors, Blue Raspberry, Grape, Mango, Pineapple,
Red Apple, and Veggie, as they are taste tested.
Each flavor leads to a different kind of bimbo. What
kind of bimbo will each flavor create? How will the
women testing this new and fantastic drink cope with
their new bodies and new minds? To find out, you
will have to read Bimbo Juice: A Bimbo
Transformation Omnibus. This omnibus edition
contains all six original Bimbo Juice stories, totally
40,000 words.
Brooke has a dream to be a bimbo. It was a dream
she thought she had kept hidden from everyone. But
when she wakes up in a strange place called the
Bimbo Room, she finds herself on a path to make
that dream come true. There is only one rule about
the Bimbo Room. Only a bimbo may leave. Brooke
finds her body and mind being trained to become the
bimbo of her dreams. Her whole past life means
nothing as she develops new habits and new skills
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that will serve her in her future role as a bimbo
housewife. But no training program is easy. There is
no magic pill or piece of technology that can turn
Brooke into a bimbo instantaneously. Instead, she
must work hard to change herself so that she can
leave the Bimbo Room and begin her new life. Will
Brooke manage to fulfill her bimbo dreams or will
she flunk out of the Bimbo Room? Find out in The
Bimbo Room. This novel is a bimbo transformation
story. It contains descriptions of masturbation, oral
sex and body alterations including breast
enlargement. This story has strong adult content and
should not be viewed by anyone under the age of
18. All characters found in the following story are 18
or older.
Carl's all about freedom in a world that isn't. In the
near future, communications are constantly
monitored, except in The Construct, accessible via
VR technology to anybody savvy enough to know
about it. This place is an essential part of Carl, until
one day, new and rather unusual safety measures
are implemented and will change his life
fundamentally.This is my first attempt at a linear
book, or rather a short story at roughly 25,000
words. Be aware of what you buy here, since it will
be sexually explicit and highly unusual, if you don't
know what you're getting into. This is an erotic short
story about fetishes that are quite niche. Basically,
it's about a transformation fetish (from male to
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female) as well as "bimbos" or "bimbofication".The
basic premise is about a young man in a near-future
society that spies on its citizens constantly. Knowing
he can still talk privately there, he frequently meets
up in a VR program called "The Construct" with his
friend Dan, who is not buying into the protagonist's
paranoia. What's rather unusual about this story (and
some others I've created) is that it's written in the
second person. Narration will often describe "you"
doing something, which means the protagonist at the
same time. Ideally, you will somewhat identify with
the protagonist and get a better feeling of what he
goes through during his adventure.Naturally, this
book is not intended for audiences below the age of
18. All the characters in the story are of adult age,
meaning 18 or older.
What would you do if you had just one day to
experience being a young, gorgeous woman? Where
would you go? Who would you talk to? And how
would the rest of your life turn out? In My Very Own
Gender Swap, YOU get to make all of these choices
and more as you join Chris Scalatore, a young man
in his early 20s, on the romantic transformation
adventure of a lifetime. When his friend Kayla
presents him with a unique opportunity to transform
himself into the woman he might have been, Chris
gets to spend an entire day as Natalie—the hot,
female version of himself. Not only can you pick
what Chris looks like as Natalie, but you also get to
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decide what she does: Do you go to the lingerie
store or stay home to play with Kayla? Will you
spend your evening chatting up the cute, artsy
lesbian in the corner, or yield yourself to the brash,
aggressive billionaire who wants to own and control
you? With over 300 pages of possibilities and
sixteen completely unique endings, the choices you
make on this fateful day will affect Chris in very real
ways that will stick with him for the rest of his life.
Can Chris learn to find true happiness during his day
as a woman, or will he end up even worse off than
he would have been otherwise? Only you can
decide! Unlike traditional books, this is a branching
narrative story that can be read multiple times with
different events throughout. At the end of each
section there are several hyperlinks indicating
choices you can make for Chris, almost like a game.
You can tap your e-reader/tablet or click the link in
your browser (depending on where you’re reading
this) to make the selection you want, and you’ll be
transported to that section to continue the story.
While it’s possible to use your back buttons to go
back a step, you’ll probably have the most fun if you
treat the decisions as permanent until your next readthrough, just like Chris would have to do!
Damon has magic powers that allow him to turn
women into bimbos. He starts by turning his soon to
be sister-in-law into a bimbo as a wedding gift for his
brother. Then when Damon's girlfriend, Annabelle,
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finds out about his abilities, he challenges him to turn
her into a bimbo. Soon, however, the bimbofied
Annabelle finds herself convincing Damon that one
bimbo is not enough for him. She wants to be the
first in a bimbo harem. But who else will find
themselves joining Damon's bimbo harem? When
will the bimbofication stop? Find out in Bimbo
Harem: Omnibus. This omnibus edition of Bimbo
Harem features all four books in the series. It also
contains the prequel story, The Wedding Gift,
making for five books in this special omnibus edition.
It contains physical and mental transformations, with
descriptions of various sexual acts, breast
enlargement and various other body augmentations.
This story has strong adult content and should not
be viewed by anyone under the age of 18. All
characters found in the story are 18 or older.
Eva has moved all the way across the country to
take a new job. Setting up in Southern California,
however, has required her to seek out and get the
help of people she barely knows. Luckily, an
acquaintance from college, Tim, is able to set her up
in a furnished room and he even offers to cook
dinner for her on occasion. Unbeknownst to
everyone, a mirror in Eva's new bedroom has special
properties. There is a bimbo that lives inside. Eva
sees flashes of the bimbo, but she does not believe
her eyes. However, her life changes drastically when
she wakes up for her first day in the new job. Each
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day Eva wakes up to new physical and mental
changes. Her hair slowly lightens and lengthens. Her
breasts grow day by day. Even her libido and fashion
sense slowly begin to morph, changing Eva from the
hard working professional into a complete bimbo.
Will she find a way to stop the changes or will she
embrace a new future as another bimbo in Los
Angeles? Find out in The Bimbo in the Mirror. This
novella is a bimbo transformation story. It contains
descriptions of masturbation, oral sex and body
alterations, including breast enlargement. This story
has strong adult content and should not be viewed
by anyone under the age of 18. All characters found
in the following story are 18 or older.
Giggle dust is the latest party enhancer for women.
One hit and she will experience hours of blissful
mindlessness and so much more. It's the perfect
mood booster for a fun and sexy party. There are
side effects, but many women find them to be a
bonus, not a drag. With giggle dust constantly being
improved, read about how Natalie and her friends
change as they try different iterations of the party
enhancer. Many of them find life on giggle dust to be
better than anything else they can imagine. Before
long, giggle dust has turned once respectable young
women into happy bimbos. But will there be any
consequences to the hedonistic lifestyles these
bimbos adopt for themselves or will they find blissful
bimbo happiness? Find out in Giggle Dust Omnibus.
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This omnibus edition of Bimbo Party features all four
books in the series. It contains physical and mental
transformations, with descriptions of various sexual
acts, breast enlargement and various other body
augmentations. This story has strong adult content
and should not be viewed by anyone under the age
of 18. All characters found in the story are 18 or
older.
A girls weekend at the beach turns strange when a
piece of space debris falls from the sky. Little does
anyone realize that this space debris will change
their lives forever. The four women return to their
normal lives, but feel compelled to become perfect
for their partners. They then find themselves turning
into their perfect ideal, in body and mind. They
become bimbos in one way or another, the direction
of their lives radically changing as they embrace new
aspects of bimbodom. Enjoy the Perfection Series in
one omnibus edition. Read the stories of four women
who find themselves becoming perfect for the men in
their lives. The Implant Series is a four-book series,
including the following books: The Perfect Girlfriend
The Perfect Engagement The Perfect Wife The
Perfect Woman
Sierra is a shy nerdy woman going nowhere fast in her life.
She has few prospects and feels completely stuck. That is
until she wakes up one morning and finds it is 10 years
before, on her first day of college. Retaining all her memories
of the next 10 years, Sierra is faced with reliving her
unpleasant past. That is until her freshman roommate, Alice,
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suggests she try living life a little differently. Rather than
repeat her life as it was before, Sierra embarks on a new
journey to experience the fun side of life that includes parties,
a new wardrobe, and men. But Sierra soon finds the life of a
sexy party girl is far more appealing than she ever could have
imagined. And as her grades begin to suffer, she needs to
ask herself what is more important in life. Will Sierra manage
to traverse the line that will keep her in good academic
standing while also enjoying her newfound hobbies or will she
go all the way and become the bimbo she is capable of? Find
out in Second Chance. This novel is a bimbo transformation
story. It contains descriptions of masturbation, oral sex and
body alterations including breast enlargement. This story has
strong adult content and should not be viewed by anyone
under the age of 18. All characters found in the following
story are 18 or older.
Alexis is a college student looking to raise money to create
her own tech company by going on Truth or Bimbo College
Edition. It seemed simple enough: answer nine questions
correctly and go home with $1 million.Of course, this being a
game show, there are consequences for wrong answers. That
is where the Bimbo Board comes in. Every time Alexis
answers a question incorrectly, she faces a physical or
mental transformation, with each change leading her down
the path toward bimbodom.This being the College Edition of
the Truth or Bimbo game show, there are a few additions
made to the game. One of the game show's financial backers
makes Alexis an offer she can't refuse. He will give Alexis 100
times more money for every question she gets right, but she
must allow him to choose from the selected transformation
options when she incorrectly answers a questionAs the game
progresses, Alexis finds herself becoming more and more of
a bimbo as her dreams to disrupt the world of computers and
technology dwindle. Will she become the first winner of Truth
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or Bimbo or will she learn to embrace her new bimbo life?
Find out in Truth or Bimbo College Edition.This novel is a
bimbo transformation story. It contains descriptions of
masturbation, oral sex and body alterations including breast
enlargement. It also includes light BDSM themes. This story
has strong adult content and should not be viewed by anyone
under the age of 18. All characters found in the following
story are 18 or older.
Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet follows the adventures of a
talking wooden puppet whose nose grew longer whenever he
told a lie and who wanted more than anything else to become
a real boy.As carpenter Master Antonio begins to carve a
block of pinewood into a leg for his table the log shouts out,
"Don't strike me too hard!" Frightened by the talking log,
Master Cherry does not know what to do until his neighbor
Geppetto drops by looking for a piece of wood to build a
marionette. Antonio gives the block to Geppetto. And thus
begins the life of Pinocchio, the puppet that turns into a
boy.Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet is a novel for children by
Carlo Collodi is about the mischievous adventures of
Pinocchio, an animated marionette, and his poor father and
woodcarver Geppetto. It is considered a classic of children's
literature and has spawned many derivative works of art. But
this is not the story we've seen in film but the original version
full of harrowing adventures faced by Pinnocchio. It includes
40 illustrations.
Kristen knows she doesn't fit in. The company New Year's
Eve party makes that perfectly clear. All the women but her
are fully glammed up. But Kristen finds her world begin to
change when Blake Worthington, the company Vice
President, asks her out on a date. It's only coffee, but it is
completely unexpected. However, as soon as the date is set,
Kristen finds herself making friends with two women on the
bimbo spectrum, secretaries for the other Vice Presidents.
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They recommend Kristen visit a special salon before she
goes on her date. They promise her it will be worth it, that it
will help her fit in. Will Kristen and Blake hit it off? Will Kristen
find herself changing to meet new demands placed on her?
Will she embrace a bimbo outlook? Find out in Fitting In. This
novel is a bimbo transformation story. It contains descriptions
of masturbation, oral sex and body alterations including
breast enlargement. This story has strong adult content and
should not be viewed by anyone under the age of 18. All
characters found in the following story are 18 or older.
From serious doctor to giggling sex fiend! Dr. Barbara
Goldman is a physician in Atlanta, where one day she gets a
patient with all the symptoms of bimboitis. Dr. Goldman can't
help herself: she takes a sip from the woman's water glass.
Now she's Barbie, a dumb, hot, and horny bimbo who's
desperate to find a man - or men - who can satisfy her!
Readers discover how temperament affects their work,
emotions, spiritual life, and relationships and learn how to
make improvements.
If emulated minds are just software, then there’s no reason
why Will wouldn’t mind having his consciousness take a ride
in the body of a Playbot… William Eske, billionaire inventor
and the handsome genius behind the revolutionary company
Fembotron, has managed to create revolutionary Playbots
that not only look and feel like real, live women, but are so
well simulated that they act like them in every conceivable
way. The world rewarded the man richly for his inventions,
and now he only has one problem: His wife Claire knows the
dark, dirty secret of William’s business, and she’s not okay
with it. The simulated minds of Will’s inventions work so well
because they’re the actual, downloaded reflections of real
women’s minds, and these emulated mental simulations are
required to do the back-breaking bedroom work expected of
all bedroom playbots. Will doesn’t see the problem—after all,
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they’re just software. So Claire decides to take matters into
her own hands and teach Will a very important lesson by
downloading a copy of his mind while he’s asleep… Soon Will
is waking up in an unfamiliar lab in the body of a lovely
playbot who goes by the name of Jasmine, and Claire
watches happily as he gets his very own taste of what he puts
all of these other women through in the black market of
playbot entertainment. He’d better behave and do as he’s
told if he ever wants to escape from his clever new prison…
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